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Tullis Russell
Papermakers will
support Team Scotland
in their quest to claim
the European titles
when they compete in
Moscow.

Muirhead and Murdoch
fly the flag for Scotland
E

ve Muirhead and David Murdoch
won the right to represent Scotland
at the Le Gruyere European Curling
Championships by winning the European Playoffs that were held at Dewars
Centre, Perth, from 27-30 October.
Eve Muirhead and her team of Anna
Sloan, Vicki Adams and Claire Hamilton
went through the double round-robin
stages of the playoff with a 6-0 record,
while Hannah Fleming, Sarah Reid and
Jackie Lockhart all finished on 2-4
records. Fleming sat out the first tiebreaker while Lockhart and Reid played
off in a game which went to an extra end
before Team Reid progressed to the next
tie-breaker.
The Reid side went from strength to
strength in the second tie-breaker, with a
convincing 8-3 win which put them into
the best-of-three final against the
Muirhead side. Team Reid, skipped by
Kerry Barr (in the absence of Sarah Reid),
with Lorna Vevers, Rachael Simms and
Barbara McPake, could not stop the
dominance of the Muirhead side in the
final games. They lost out in the first
game 9-5, and latterly 8-5 in the second
game which secured Muirhead’s place
on the flight to Moscow at the end of
November.
The men’s competition was a similar
story, with Tom Brewster and his team
of Greg Drummond, Scott Andrews and
Michael Goodfellow finishing the double
round-robin on 6-0. Dave Murdoch,
Sandy Reid and David Edwards all
finished on 2-4, with the Murdoch side
sitting out the first tie-breaker game.
Reid and Edwards played off, the
Edwards team progressing to the second
tie-breaker with a 6-5 win. Murdoch
fought off David Edwards in Saturday
night’s tie-breaker to run out 5-3 winners
and book his place in Sunday’s best-ofthree showdown.

In the first game in the final round of
the competition, the momentum swung
back and forth, with the scores tied going
into the final end. Murdoch needed a
precise tap back to remove a Brewster
counter from the button, but failed to
push the stone far enough, giving up a
steal and the first game to the Brewster
side. Murdoch and his team of Glen
Muirhead, Ross Paterson and Richard
Woods came back strongly in the second
game to win 7-4, taking the competition
to the third and final game to determine
Scotland’s representative.
The game was tightly contested
throughout, with Murdoch holding last
stone advantage in the final end and
using it to score the necessary shot to
book his place at the European Curling
Championships from 2-10 December.

The Holiday Inn Express Perth
offers 81 guestrooms complete with
satellite TV, tea & coffee facilities,
FREE Express Breakfast Buffet,
FREE WiFi and FREE on-site Car Parking.
Prices from only £49 per room, per night
Subject to availability
For more information about the
Hotel please visit:
www.hiexpressperth.co.uk
Or call 01738 636666

Team Owen’s 8-ender
RULE BREAKING
Which rules are most often
ignored or forgotten?
Are you guilty of any of the
following?
Are your team members
guilty of any of them?
In other sports such as golf, when do you see
players moving when their opponent is about to
putt, or walking on a player’s line, causing spike
marks? Seldom: so why does the equivalent
happen so frequently in curling?
Below are the top ten ‘rule breakers’ at Club
and Province level, in the view of the majority of
the Royal Club’s umpires.
Playing the game carries with it the obligation to
observe the rules of the game, so everyone has a
part to play. For the vast majority, it is a lack of
know-ledge or thoughtlessness, rather than a
deliberate attempt to gain an advantage.
So, please play your part within the Spirit of
Curling to improve the game.

Rank

Broken Rules

Rule No

1

Only the skip and vice-skip
should be behind the head when
the opposition are playing.
Players, other than skip/vice-skip,
should remain between the hog
lines (or courtesy lines) when the
opposition is playing especially
at the delivery end.
Players, other than person in charge
of house for each team, should not
stand in the house whilst the score
is being decided or measure being
done. Players should stand behind
back line or at hog line.
Damage to ice: keep hands or
knees off the ice.

R4 (a)(i)

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

R4 (a)(i)

R11 (d)

R10 (a)

Sweeping motion must be across R7(a)
the running path of the stone: in
and
other words no “snowploughing”.
R7(g)
Sweeping behind the tee line:
R7(e)
only skip or vice skip of nonand
playing team may sweep when
R7(g)
opposition are playing.
Time wasting /ready to play.
C6 (j) +
Spirit of Curling
Measuring: don’t use a brush to
measure as risk of moving stone
and automatically losing the shot.
Don’t use mobile phones on the
ice during a game.

R11(d)

R10(b)

Don’t cross from one side of the R4 (a)(ii)
sheet to the other in front of the
playing team when they about to
deliver or their stone is in motion.

Congratulations to Team Owen on scoring
a last-gasp maximum!
David Owen, Clare Sloan, Tom Owen
and Derek Purdie can now join the 8-Ender
club as they scored the maximum in the last
session at the Lions
Bonspiel.
With a quite
wonderfully played
last stone triple takeout, David made
history at the
Dumfries Ice Bowl.
Curling at Dumfries
has been played for
18 years and this is
the first maximum at
the facility. Here is David’s view of how it
happened:
“Looking back, it was a strange feeling
sitting in the hack. It helped that we picked
the shot quickly and then played it, so I
didn't have all that much time to think
about what was happening. I had not
noticed that all the other sheets had
stopped play to watch. I think the fact that

The next edition of YOUR Curler is due out early
December (content submissions by 26 November).
In the meantime, keep up to date with curling news
and information at
www.royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org
And, for other commentary on curling, visit
www.skipcottagecurling.blogspot.com
YOUR Curler is published by the Royal Caledonian
Curling Club on a monthly basis during the winter
season. General enquiries to Cairnie House, Ingliston,
Newbridge, Midlothian, EH28 8NB. T: 0131-333 3003.
E: office@royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org
YOUR Curler enquiries to:
E: YOURCurler@royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org

I had to make a triple took the pressure off.
If it had been a draw, I think I would have
been nervous. So, sitting in the hack, I was
quite calm.
“However, as the stone was travelling
down the ice, I got a
bit more vocal with
the “Yes/No”
sweeping calls than I
normally would! I
didn’t see the last
stone exit the house,
as I was watching
the 3rd hit stone
narrowly squeeze
past the counter it
was almost frozen to.
“When I did look up, I realised it hadn’t
jammed on anything and was making its
way out. It was the most surreal feeling I
have had in curling!”
Photo courtesy of Graham Sloan

Olympic The Hammer
coach
pick rules
There have been many discussions
among curlers, often late into the
night, about how the British Olympic
and Paralympic teams should be
selected.
Dave Crosbee, our Performance
Director, and his coaching team have
been reviewing the past policies, as they
develop the process for 2014 in Sochi.
They have grasped the task with
objectivity and rigour, to understand
how to maximise our chances whilst
mitigating the risks.
There are two basic philosophies;
either ‘first past the post’, where some
form of selection event takes place at a
given point in time and the winners are
selected; or a ‘coach pick’, where
coaches or a selection panel choose
athletes and/or teams based on criteria,
either objective, subjective or most
likely a mix of both. Our last two
Olympic teams were selected by coach
pick and the previous two were by
performance, based on a number of
games.
The team have compared what our
competitor nations are doing, trying to
understand their reasons for their
approach (which may not always be for
performance reasons) and the results
obtained.
In all of the top eight nations (including Canada) in the Paralympics, teams
are all chosen by the coach pick method.
For the Olympic teams, the top ten
nations are evenly split with five using
each method. They have compared
curling against other Olympic sports
(rowing, sailing, canoeing, cycling,
hockey and swimming) and they all use
the coach pick method, supplemented
with some degree of measurable
performance.
The only definitive conclusion that
can be drawn is that ‘first past the post’
is consistently successful for Canada,
with a million curlers. Most of the other
nations of comparative player talent
pool to GB have either moved to, or are
in the process of moving to some form
of ‘coach pick’ style of selection.
But “curling is unique”, some may
say. Well, having considered the aspects
of the game often cited as being unique,
and when compared to other sports
mentioned above, each of the sports has
a need for: team spirit, reliance on
others, understanding team mates’
strengths/weaknesses, developing trust
and experience of playing together.
Additionally, the analysis established
that the unique thing about curling is

Quickfire Round
with

the ability to affect the outcome of the
stone through sweeping. The method of
making this effective is by communication
and clear understanding between team
mates. So, although the process is
unique, the competencies required are
not.
In countries like ours, where the talent
pool is not very deep, injury or illness of
key athletes presents a real risk to being
able to select the best team. This is
exacerbated by the fact that, during
competitions, replacements/subs will
need to come from outwith the top
flight players.
Taking account of the size of the
current talent pool, to minimise the
risks involved and to ensure all eligible
athletes across GB are considered within
the selection process, the recommendation for the selection system for 2014 is
to use a ‘coach pick’ system.
This conclusion should not be seen as
a fixed viewpoint, as it is informed
through the factors and environment
that exist in curling in Britain at this
point in time, and should be reviewed
every Olympic cycle.
Any comments/ observations would be
welcome before 18 November 2011 to
bruce@royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org

LYNNE MacKENZIE

Name: Lynne MacKenzie
Curling Club: Avondale Heather CC
Profession: National Coaching Officer
Began curling at the age of: 10
Biggest misconception about curlers?
They are all posh!
Take out or draw? Draw
Favourite post game drink? Cup of tea!
Curling hero? Back in the early days –
Addison sisters and Lyburn brothers
Something about yourself? Recently
married and now learning how to
compromise!
Your biggest achievements in curling?
Winning the 2008 Kolibris cup in a
Dutch/Scottish aliiance team. Qualified
as a coach course verifier and supporting
change in the education structure.

weekend’s activities, everyone met at 9am
and were split into groups for a day of
activities on and off the ice. Activity
stations covered all aspects of the game,
including delivery analysis, weight control,
handles and release, sweeping, strategy
and technology and equipment. Coaching
was provided by Judith McFarlane, Claire
Milne, Colin Morrison, Tom Pendreigh and
Sheila Swan.
On Sunday, after loosening off some
slightly tender muscles, we completed the
rotation of stations and competed in the big
finale, Hot Shots. This gave everyone the
opportunity to test all the new skills they
had learned, coupled with some friendly
rivalry. Split into four groups, there were
opportunity to mix with their fellow
various challenges including a 16-Ender,
attendees and the coaches. Following the
draw shot and take out for team points.
very competitive, people bingo and
This was a great way to finish the weekend,
traditional beetle drive, the continued hum with the Orange Group taking the spoils.
of chatter throughout the room showed the We were visited by Royal Club President
ice had been well and truly broken.
Pat Eddington on Sunday, and he
It was interesting to speak to people to
presented Black Noir curling stones to the
find out where they had travelled from and winning team.
learn of their curling experiences. Once
Feedback has been excellent with some
again there was a great mix, with people
positive
suggestions to take forward.
travelling from across Scotland and as far
afield as Chesham in the south.
Article by Sheila Swan and David Jones
After an early bed in anticipation of the
Photo courtesy of Andy MacPherson

Adult Curling Camp
The Adult Curling Camp 2011 was fully
subscribed in record time this season, and
the Royal Club welcomed 35 participants
to the Green Hotel Leisure Resort in
September for a weekend of coaching in a
sociable environment.
This was the fourth year in succession
that the Royal Club has hosted the camp,
and it continues to go from strength to
strength, highlighted by the number of
returners from previous camps.
The weekend started with the ‘meet and
greet’, which gives participants the

Come to Grand Match in Kandersteg
Back in January, a team of Scottish curlers found
themselves taking part in the ‘Belle Epoque’ week in
Kandersteg in the Swiss Alps. This event takes the
form of a themed week with traditional winter
activities in period dress (late 19th/early 20th
century).
Curling is one of the sports, and the Scots were
invited out for the week to take part in the
celebrations. And some week it was – a costumed
parade through the village, four days of outdoor
curling, coaching 80 local school kids, a succession
of dinners and gala evenings, TV crews from five
countries, and more than a few whiskies made for a
very social event.
The Scots’ outfits weren’t historically accurate, but
the organisers had insisted on kilts - looks better on
TV! The ice was surprisingly good (sliding deliveries
possible) and the surrounding mountains gave it a
very special atmosphere.
Despite the full programme, there was time to do
a bit of skiing, and winter walking as well, to
complete an excellent winter holiday. Oh, and you
got to risk your life on the traditional bob run… in
the dark! The village has a reputation for good food
and this was very much in evidence at the evening
events.
After the success of the event over the last couple
of years, the organisers are expanding the
programme for 2012 and are planning an outdoor
‘Grand Match’ - in Belle Epoque style of course! This
is to take place on the second weekend of the event,
and they would like to invite teams from Scotland to
take part. The competition will start on the Friday
(27 January) with the finals on Sunday morning.
The main hotel in town – the Victoria Ritter
(which hosted the Scots) is offering a special
package for all visiting teams as follows:

International Belle Epoque ‘Grand Match’ (Max 24
teams and, of course, all in old style)
Arrival: Thu 26.01.2012 Dep: Sun 29.01.2012
The package includes the following:
Ÿ 3 nights in a standard twin room at the Hotel
Victoria Ritter in Kandersteg
Ÿ breakfast buffet
Ÿ tournament fee
Ÿ return cable car ticket to Oeschinensee (frozen
lake in the mountains)
Ÿ 1 picnic lunch at Oeschinensee
Ÿ all taxes and VAT
Price: CHF 355.00 per person (approx £200)
Optional supplements:
extra nights (before or after tournament): CHF
85.00 per person
comfort twin room: CHF 25.00 per person and
night
halfboard: CHF 35.00 per person and night
Belle-Epoque ball on Friday or Saturday: CHF
160.00 per person
Tournament Programme:
Begin: Friday morning 27.01.2012
Excursion to Oeschinensee: Saturday afternoon
28.01.2012 (incl. lunch)
Finals: Sunday morning 29.01.2012
Prize-giving: Sunday 29.01.2012, 1 pm.
For more information, or to enter a team, please
contact Casi Platzer casi.platzer@hotel-victoria.ch
For more info on the event :
http://www.kandertal.travel/en/belle_epoque/epo
que
Kandersteg is easily accessible with Easyjet flights
to Geneva and Basle, followed by a couple of hours
on the train or driving.
n Photos courtesy of Calum Macnee
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OGs celebrate a half-century
The members of Old Grammarians
Curling Club celebrated their 50th
anniversary with a bonspiel at
Greenacres Ice Rink on 22 October.
Twenty-four members played
against visitors from four clubs
closely associated with OGCC by
way of many years of closely fought
friendly matches. A team from
Renfrewshire Province committee
also participated.
The bonspiel of four games of two
ends each, with teams changing
rinks for each game, was played in a
friendly manner - although one
team did take a score of seven shots
at one end from their opposition.
After the game and some
hospitality, a celebratory birthday
cake was cut by Club President
Craig Urquhart and Honorary
Member Moira Gillespie. The club
minute book revealed that Moira
had been President at the 25th
Anniversary.
Preceding the dinner, Province
President Jim Jamieson made a few
well-chosen remarks and ended
with a toast to the Club. President
Craig replied on behalf of OGCC
and briefly outlined the starting
history of the club, and the reasons

for its normal playing time at 3.00pm
on Saturdays (it was the time most of
the members had free from work
commitments), and some other
general points of note about the club
and its members over 50 years.
Prizes of food hampers were
presented to the highest-up rink,
which turned out to be an OGCC
team with plus 10 shots. Similar
prizes were also awarded to the
highest-up rink from the visitors side,
and this was given to the team from
Gleniffer with plus 5 shots. Prizes
were also given to the booby team
from OGCC with minus 14 shots.
To conclude the evening, Ken
Gillespie, with 48 years playing for
the club, give a vote of thanks to all
involved in the organising and
running of the event, which
appeared to have been enjoyed by
all judging by the conversation and
laughter which had been noticeable
throughout the evening.
Winners photo: (left-to-right)
Alasdair Macdonald, Ian Barclay,
Enid Park, Norman Laird, Bill Park,
Antje Urquhart, wife of the club
president.
n Article/images: Hamish Sutherland

News from around the Rinks
Ayr Ice Rink

History was made during an inter-club
game between Kirkoswald and Millport on
10 October, when an 8-ender was scored the first recorded 8-ender in Kirkoswald’s
174-year history. Despite the rink, of Jim
Henry(skip), George Hodge, Marion Hodge
and Jim Rosenburgh, having 142 years of
age between them, none of them had ever
been involved in an 8-ender before.

Moray Leisure Centre

The ice rink in Elgin was the place to be for
an ICE4ALL day. This event was held to
promote all ice sports at the Centre in a
combined effort by the ice rink and its
users to catch the interest of potential
customers by running a Come and Try Ice
Sport event.
The ice pad was split into three sections
so that all sports were running at the same
time. Although thought of as a mad,
impossible idea it ran exceptionally well.
The complete ice pad had been prepared by
the ice technicians for 2 hours for a curling
only Come and Try in the morning.
This was organised by Moray Province
Curling Development Group with over 30
members of the public, from 8 years of age
to one couple looking for a new hobby at
70-plus and all the other ages in between.
Several have shown interest in returning
for the adult coaching sessions on
Mondays (5-6.45pm) and junior sessions on
Wednesdays (5.30-6.45pm).

The afternoon ICE 4ALL session was
from 1-4pm, with the ice pad split into
three sections: curling on two sheets with
the balance of the ice pad coned off into
two sections across the other three sheets
for the ice hockey players and Moray
Figure Skaters.
Each sport took a break from the Come
and Try sessions to demonstrate their own
sport, using their up-and-coming junior
talent.

(continued
on page 8)

Stranraer Ice Rink
Photos courtesy of Gail Munro

Stranraer Ice Rink hosted the Famous
Grouse weekend, its first sponsored
weekend competition of the season, from
Due to the large uptake of ice from the
Development Group and their grant for the 21-23 October. The final was contested by
the rinks skipped by John Davie and
8 - 80+ Project, the Kelso rink had a very
Margaret Richardson, with Margaret
successful season last year and looked
making a cool draw to the four foot in an
forward to local clubs booking extra ice to
extra end to clinch the game for her team
accommodate their new members. This
and take the Grouse home for another year.
seems not to be the case, however, as the
club bookings for contract ice for the 2011- Stranraer Ice Rink opened its season by
welcoming lady curlers from Inverness, Stirling,
12 season is actually down a little. But
Kinross, Perth, Edinburgh, Hamilton, Greenthere are still a few clubs using this
acres, Dumfries and Stranraer to play in the
promotional ice and more bookings to
Ladies Branch Unders & Overs Competition.
accommodate the members is expected.
The final featured Gail Munro, Stranraer, versus
Marion MacDonald, Hamilton, with Gail winning
by 8 shots to 6. The 3/4 play-off was contested
by Christine Cannon, Stranraer, versus Jan
Howard, Greenacres, with Christine winning by
8 shots to 4. Enjoyed by all, and looking
forward to next year already!

Borders Curling

Kinross Curling Club

The Scottish Senior Mixed Championship
was well contested in Stranraer, with 20
teams competing for the titles. Archie Craig
and his team (below) of Marion Craig,
Robin Aitken and Yvonne Aitken stole a
shot in the last end to claim the Scottish
Kinross Ladies’ Open Bonspiel was held on Senior Mixed title for a second year.
18 October with 14 rinks competing from
all over Scotland. The atmosphere was
friendly, but the competition was fierce.
The winners were Ann Maree Davidson’s
rink of ladies who had toured the USA in
January, beating Mary Barr’s local rink into
second place. In the picture above (left-toright): Lynne Stevenson, Ann Maree
Davidson, Liz Paul and Margaret Cairns.

News from south of the Border
The second Duncan Stewart Trophy was
held at Fenton’s Rink in Kent and was
graced by the presence of Duncan’s widow,
Mary (pictured), who presented the prizes including a bottle of wine for each
participant (although the Junior players
were asked to give it to their parents!).
Six teams participated, though five of
them had only three players and it was
disappointing that only one player from
the northern clubs was able to attend. Each
player was allocated to a group and the
teams were drawn so that the ability levels
were spread around. Four sessions were
played and at the end of the competition it
was only ends won that separated the top
three teams, showing that the draw had
produced some well-balanced teams.
Last year’s winner John Brown started
off the defence of his title in good form,
defeating Doug Andrews by 14-2 – but it
was his last win of the weekend, as he was
equally badly beaten by John Sharp (9-1) in
the second round. John S had lost out to
John B last year, in spite of a similarly
heavy victory in the last round, but after
two good wins on the Saturday this year he
had to leave the team in the hands of Ben
Fowler on the Sunday. But that was no bad
thing, as Ben won the third game by 11-3,
so that the team were in the driving seat
going into the last game having a 3-end
cushion over their nearest rivals, skipped
by Hetty Garnier.
Probably a good job, too, as against
Doug Andrews, who had recovered well
from his first-round defeat, they lost a 6 at
the third end before they rallied well to
lose by just 4-11 and splitting the ends 3
each - thus running out the winners by 4

Round the Rinks (continued from p7)
Murrayfield Ice Rink
Several events were competed during October:
- The Pate Trophy was retained by Midlothian.
- The President’s Pitcher, kindly sponsored by
Sheila Miller, took place on 10 October, and
won by Norma Taylor and her team of Jean
Gorrie, Fiona Cumming and Gillean Hoehnke.
- The Gogar Salver, kindly and very generously
sponsored by Bill Roy OBE, won by Robert Tait
from Hamilton after a very tight final with Stuart
Marshall from Greenacres.
- The Dunvegan Quaich, kindly sponsored by
Gogar Park, was retained by Rebecca Steven
and her team of Jennifer Marshall, Karen Munro
and Hannah Findlay.
A recent weekend also saw a large
number of Murrayfield juniors
(including Bruce Mouat, a part-time ice
technician at the Rink) playing in
Oslo. Bruce and Jennifer Dodds both finished in
bronze positions, with Abi Brown, lead for the Fleming
team, coming out as winners – well done to them all.

ends over Hetty and 6 ends over Doug.
The winning team were John Sharp /
Ben Fowler, Angharad Ward and Pixie
Chung, while second were Hetty Garnier,
Susan Young and Aly Ewan (who had
travelled down from Fife) and third were
Doug Andrews, Ernest Fenton / Mike
Robinson (two games each), James Gibb
and Debbie Hutcheon (the only fourperson team in the competition – and to
make it fair, only one of the sweepers was
allowed to sweep each stone).
Altogether six of the competitors were
from the Junior teams and without them it
is fair to say that the competition would
not have been such a success.
This is reflected in the entries for the
various English Championships. In the
Women’s Championship, the current
England Junior team, skipped by Anna
Fowler, is up against the only other
entry, skipped by the current champion
skip, Fiona Hawker, who has had to
change her line-up as two of her current

team are in the Junior squad!
In the men’s Championship, the Juniors
form 3/4 of one of seven entries with Ben
Fowler skipping, while there are entries
for the current champions, skipped by
Alan MacDougall, and last year’s joint
runners-up skipped by Jamie Malton and
James Dixon. A single round robin will be
played and expectations are for another
close result.
In the Mixed Championship there will be
a new champion skip for the first time
since the competition began back in 2005,
as Alan MacDougall has decided to take a
break, not least because two of his team
will not be available. And so the
competition is wide open. There are four
entries and again a team of 3 out of 4
Juniors, skipped by Ben Fowler, has been
entered, and two of the other junior
women are playing for Kerr Alexander. At
the other end of the scale, John Brown’s
team of Seniors will be trying to show that
there is still life at over 50!
Finally the Mixed Doubles
Championship has received six entries.
Triple Champion John Sharp has a new
partner in Lorna Rettig, while three of the
juniors appear in the entry list again.
All of these Championships will be
taking place this year at Fenton’s Rink for
the first time, as will the Junior
Championships at the end of October,
where the defending champions both face
opposition. Only the Senior
Championships are being held away from
Kent, taking place at Greenacres in early
December.
Article by John Brown
Photo by Rosaleen Boardman
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